Paying the Piper: The Anatomy of a 9th Circuit Music Copyright Infringement Lawsuit
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INTRODUCTION: THE PRE-“BLURRED LINES” MUSIC COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT CLIMATE

In 2008, Coldplay released their hit song, “Viva La Vida,” which has since been downloaded over four million times.\(^1\) A year later, Joe Satriani filed a copyright infringement lawsuit (“infringement lawsuit”) alleging that “Viva La Vida” sounded similar to Satriani’s instrumental track “If I Could Fly.”\(^2\) The parties later settled out of court.\(^3\) In 2014, Sam Smith released his hit single “Stay With Me” which to this day has sold over four million digital copies.\(^4\) A year later, Smith settled out of court with Tom Petty after Petty alleged that “Stay With Me” sounded similar to his 1989 hit “I Won’t Back Down.”\(^5\) In the settlement terms, Smith agreed to pay ongoing royalties and give songwriter credit to Petty.\(^6\) These two settlement agreements are a microcosm of the many music copyright infringement allegations (“infringement allegations”) currently being
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settled outside of court or decided at trial. This is in large part because infringement allegations usually do not survive summary judgment in cases that are not settled. However, a recent California case may signal the end of settling infringement allegations before trial.

In Williams v. Bridgeport Music Inc. (the “Blurred Lines” case), Marvin Gaye’s family obtained a landslide $7.3 million verdict against Robin Thicke and Pharrell Williams. The “Blurred Lines” case result stands in stark contrast to the current music industry’s inclination toward settling. Some artists fear that the days of settling are over, and that the “Blurred Lines” verdict will chill the creative process among recording artists due to an increase in artists filing similar suits. While this note will ultimately argue that recording artists should not be alarmed by the “Blurred Lines” decision, understanding an infringement suit’s structure through the lens of the “Blurred Lines” case may assist artists in protecting themselves in the future. Courts will likely look to the “Blurred Lines” decision for guidance in copyright infringement trials moving forward, as a large percentage of infringement lawsuits, like the “Blurred Lines” case, originate in California in the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.

This paper proceeds in four parts. Part I lays out the background necessary for understanding a copyright infringement lawsuit’s elements. This section will begin by providing an overview of the “Blurred Lines” case, tracking the lawsuit from its
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inception to the most recent developments, followed by a brief history of music copyright law in the United States.

Part II examines each element of a music copyright infringement claim (“infringement claim”) through the lens of the “Blurred Lines” case. For an infringement claim, a plaintiff must show (1) valid copyright ownership of a musical work and (2) that the defendant copied protected elements of the plaintiff’s work.¹¹ Lurking within these two elements are several sub-elements that a plaintiff must satisfy to prevail at trial. As such, this paper will thoroughly dissect both infringement claim elements, unpacking the issues that plaintiffs and defendants encounter while addressing each element’s components.

Part III offers recording artists advice on how to avoid ending up in court after creating a song that may sound substantially similar to another artist’s work. This part will also discuss and dispel several of the music industry’s fears about the negative effects the “Blurred Lines” verdict might have on recording artists.

Part IV concludes this note by discussing the most likely effect the “Blurred Lines” verdict will have on recording artists in the music industry.

I. BACKGROUND

A. The “Blurred Lines” Case Overview

Marvin Gaye was a famous American singer and songwriter.¹² In 1976, Gaye recorded the hit song “Got to Give It Up.”¹³ Gaye registered the “Got to Give It Up” musical composition with the United States Copyright Office (“Copyright Office”) later that year.¹⁴ The composition registered with the Copyright Office represented “the lyrics and some of the melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic features that appear in the recorded work.”¹⁵ After his death in 1984, Gaye’s family (“Gaye Parties”) came into ownership of the copyright interest in “Got to Give It Up.”¹⁶

Robin Thicke and Pharrell Williams (“Thicke Parties”) are two popular recording artists who released the song “Blurred Lines”

¹¹ Three Boys Music Corp. v. Bolton, 212 F.3d 477, 481 (9th Cir. 2000).
¹³ Id.
¹⁴ Id. at 2.
¹⁵ Id. (emphasis added).
¹⁶ Id. at 5.
“Blurred Lines” has sold over six million digital copies, and the corresponding music video has been viewed over 250 million times on Vevo and YouTube.

After hearing “Blurred Lines,” the Gaye Parties threatened the Thicke Parties with legal action, alleging that “Blurred Lines” infringed on “Got to Give It Up” because the two songs sounded substantially similar, especially in terms of their respective drum beats and bass lines. After making a six-figure settlement offer to the Gaye Parties, which the Gaye Parties declined to accept, the Thicke Parties filed a preemptive complaint seeking declaratory relief that their song did not infringe on the Gaye Parties’ 1976 song. The Gaye Parties responded with two counterclaims against the Thicke Parties. In one of the counterclaims, the Gaye Parties alleged that “Blurred Lines” infringed their copyright interest in “Got to Give It Up.”

Both parties agreed to try the Gaye Parties’ infringement counterclaim to a jury. The trial began in February 2015 and lasted for seven days. After a two-day deliberation, the jury found that “Blurred Lines” infringed the Gaye Parties’ copyright in “Got to Give It Up” and awarded the Gaye Parties $4 million in actual damages. The jury further awarded the Thicke Parties’ “Blurred Lines” sales profits to the Gaye Parties, totaling $3.3 million in punitive damages. In total, the jury awarded the Gaye Parties $7.3 million.

In June 2015, both the Thicke Parties and the Gaye Parties filed motions with the California district court in response to the February verdict. The court examined the Thicke Parties’ request for remittitur and the Gaye Parties’ “Motion for Injunctive Relief or an Ongoing Royalty.” After reviewing the case, the court remitted both the Gaye Parties’ actual damages award from $4 million to $3.3 million.
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million and the award of Williams’ profits from $1.6 million to $350,000.\footnote{Id. at 26–29.} Regarding the Gaye Parties’ motions, the court ruled that “any past and ongoing reproduction, preparation of derivative works, distribution, sale or other transfer of ownership, rental, lease, lending, or public performance of ‘Blurred Lines’” by the Thicke Parties infringes the Gaye Parties’ copyright in “Got to Give It Up.”\footnote{Id. at 38.} The court also granted the Gaye Parties’ request for a “running royalty of 50% of the songwriter and publishing revenue of ‘Blurred Lines’” in lieu of a full injunction that would have stopped the Thicke Parties from distributing and using “Blurred Lines” in the future.\footnote{Id.}

The “Blurred Lines” case is a useful lens for examining copyright infringement litigation. Courts in the Ninth Circuit will likely look to the “Blurred Lines” case for guidance due to the sizeable amount of the jury verdict, the publicity surrounding the case, and the court’s mostly logical and clear analysis. As such, comprehending the “Blurred Lines” case’s background will give future litigants a solid foundation for understanding how courts in the Ninth Circuit will likely address infringement lawsuits.

\section*{B. A Brief History of United States Copyright Law}

The Founding Fathers envisioned a country in which its people could create expressive works without fear of others stealing or plagiarizing those works.\footnote{See THE FEDERALIST No. 43 (James Madison) (“The right to useful inventions seems with equal reason to belong to the inventors. The public good fully coincides in both cases with the claims of individuals.”).} This idea is incorporated into the Constitution, which grants federal copyright protection for creative works.\footnote{U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8.} The Constitution gives Congress the power to “promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries.”\footnote{Id.} While Congress may grant creators monopolies over their copyrightable works, this privilege is not limitless, nor is it a means of solely giving the creator a “special private benefit.”\footnote{Sony Corp. v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417, 429 (1984).} Rather, this limited grant is a “means by which an important public purpose may be achieved.”\footnote{Id.} More accurately, the
copyright privileges are “intended to motivate the creative activity of authors and inventors by the provision of a special reward, and to allow the public access to the products of their genius after the limited period of exclusive control has expired.”

Pursuant to the Constitution, Congress enacted the first Federal Copyright Act in 1790 (“1790 Act”), which gave authors of books, maps, and charts sole rights to print, reprint, or publish their works for fourteen years from recordation. In 1831, Congress amended the 1790 Act to include musical compositions in the form of sheet music. In 1856, Congress extended the 1790 Act to protect “dramatic works” performed publically. In 1897, Congress responded to growing concern among musical artists by extending the 1790 Act to apply to anyone publically performing a protected musical work. This extension was a general protection that did not make any distinction between for-profit and not-for-profit public performances. The 1897 amendment was therefore notoriously difficult to enforce, given the sheer number of people performing protected musical works in public.

Congress then enacted the Copyright Act of 1909 (“1909 Act”), prohibiting unauthorized public performance of a copyrighted musical work only when performed for profit. The 1909 Act was likely an attempt by Congress to reach a balance between “permitting free enjoyment of music and allowing copyright owners sufficient protection for their marketable rights.” Copyright protection only attached to musical works if the work was published with a notice of copyright affixed. If the artist did not publish the work, he or she had to deposit the composition with the Copyright Act of 1831, ch. 15, §§ 4, 1 Stat. 436 (current version at 17 U.S.C. § 102 (2006)).
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46. Loren, supra note 41, at 280.

Office in order for federal law to protect the musical work. One glaring issue with the 1909 Act was the legislature’s failure to define “publication,” an omission that causes a great amount of confusion to this day. The 1909 Act underwent several changes over the years as technology progressed. One key addition came when Congress enacted the Sound Recording Act of 1971, which recognized sound recordings as protected by federal copyright law. Prior to this act, only state statutes and common law protected sound recordings.

The most significant change to the Copyright Act occurred in 1976. The Copyright Act of 1976 (“1976 Act”) superseded the 1909 Act and granted the public expanded rights under federal copyright law. Instead of limiting protection to musical works published as musical compositions, copyright protection covered “original works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression . . . [such as] musical works, including any accompanying words.” The 1976 Act did not protect a recording artist’s intangible ideas or emotions, only the expression of these ideas or emotions through a musical work. The 1976 Act’s goal was to “strike a balance between protecting original works and stifling further creativity.”

II. THE ANATOMY OF A MUSIC COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT LAWSUIT

A. The Elements of an Infringement Claim Overview

To establish a claim for copyright infringement, the plaintiff must show (1) valid copyright ownership of an original musical work and (2) that defendant copied protected elements of the plaintiff’s work. The elements and related sub-elements are mapped out in the following chart:

50. Id.
51. See 17 U.S.C. § 106 (1976) (for example, expanding copyright protection to cover “reproducing the copyrighted work in copies or phonorecords”).
53. Nichols v. Universal Pictures Corp., 45 F.2d 119, 121 (2d Cir. 1930).
56. Flowchart created by the author using www.draw.io.
B. Element #1: Showing Plaintiff’s Valid Copyright Ownership

Historically, showing that the plaintiff owns a valid copyright interest in the musical work is the simplest element of an infringement claim to prove. A Copyright Office issuing a valid copyright certificate to the plaintiff constitutes prima facie evidence that the plaintiff’s ownership is valid. In the “Blurred Lines” case, neither party contested that the Gaye Parties owned the “Got to Give It Up” copyright. However, this note will still briefly investigate the valid ownership element, as a defendant can still obtain summary judgment on this point.

If the defendant can show that the plaintiff’s musical work is not sufficiently “original,” the defendant may rebut a presumption of validity. The defendant is not required to show that the plaintiff’s entire musical work is unoriginal, rather only the parts that the plaintiff claims the defendant is infringing. Courts in general have declined to define originality in copyright infringement cases. The term as used in the 1976 Act does not include any “requirements of novelty, ingenuity, or esthetic merit.” The musical work need only be “original to the author and include a modicum of creative thought.” Musical works often satisfy the originality requirement, as they generally contain “some creative spark, ‘no matter how crude, humble or obvious’ it might be.”

In order to show that the plaintiff’s musical work is not original, a defendant needs to hire an expert musicologist. The expert musicologist then must demonstrate that the plaintiff’s work is not original by showing that it shares elements with either prior protected works or musical works not subject to copyright protection because they are in the public domain.
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C. Element #2: Showing Defendant Copied Protected Elements of Plaintiff’s Work

If a plaintiff proves that his copyright ownership of an original work is valid, the plaintiff must then show that the defendant (1) copied (2) protected elements of the plaintiff’s work. The “Blurred Lines” court began their inquiry by first determining which parts of “Got to Give It Up” federal law protected. To define the scope of protection, the court applied the 1909 Act’s rule of law, as Gaye had copyrighted “Got to Give It Up” before Congress enacted the 1979 Act. After the court determined the scope of protected elements, the court then examined whether the Thicke Parties had copied the protected elements. In most cases, including the “Blurred Lines” case, direct evidence that the defendant copied the plaintiff’s work is often not available. Thus the plaintiff can alternatively establish copying through circumstantial evidence by showing the defendant had (1) access to the plaintiff’s work, and that (2) the two works are “substantially similar.” To prove substantial similarity, the plaintiff must satisfy a dual extrinsic and intrinsic test. This note will now examine each of these elements and sub-elements.

1. Defining the Scope of Protected Elements Before the 1976 Act

Several United States Courts of Appeals have ruled that the 1909 Act is the governing law in cases in which an artist registered his or her musical work prior to Congress enacting the 1976 Act. Under the 1909 Act, an author may acquire statutory protection for a musical work through “publication” with proper notice of copyright.
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74. See Magnuson v. Video Yesteryear, 85 F.3d 1424, 1427 (9th Cir. 1996) (“[T]he Copyright Act of 1909 is the applicable law in this case because the copyright was secured in 1968, prior to the adoption of the 1976 Act.”); see also Norris Indus. v. ITT Corp., 696 F.2d 918, 920 (11th Cir. 1983) (finding that Norris' first registered copyright was granted before the January 1, 1978 effective date of the 1976 Act and therefore the 1909 Act applied).
Alternatively, if a composition’s author “deposit[ed] a manuscript copy of the music as an *unpublished* work prior to the sale of records,” then the federal statutory scheme will protect it. The court will find a plaintiff’s work protected in either of two situations: when the plaintiff (1) publishes the compositions with proper notice or (2) deposits unpublished compositions with the Copyright Office.

Congress did not define publication in the 1909 Act. The “Blurred Lines” court looked to Section 62 of the 1909 Act for guidance in defining the term. In Section 62, “date of publication” is set “in the case of a work of which copies are reproduced for sale or distribution [as] the earliest date when copies of the first authorized edition were placed on sale, sold, or publicly distributed by the proprietor of the copyright or under his authority.” While this section does not specifically define publication, it tells artists when federal law begins to protect their musical works. Even though a small inferential leap is missing in the court’s analysis, the “Blurred Lines” court seems to imply that a defendant “publishes” his musical work when copies are placed on sale, sold, or otherwise publically distributed.

After attempting to define publication, the court held that Gaye satisfied the second method for protecting a musical work under the 1909 Act because he deposited the composition with the Copyright Office in 1976. The scope of protected elements was not necessarily limited to the deposited composition. If Gaye had deposited other versions of the composition with the Copyright Office, these would also serve to define the scope of protection. Thus, the court held that the Gaye Parties’ copyright was “not, as a matter of law, limited to the lead sheets deposited with the Copyright Office in 1976 and 1977.”
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Given that the lead sheets were not necessarily limiting, the Gaye Parties sought to broaden the scope of the musical work’s protected elements, because the “Blurred Lines” song contained greater alleged similarities to the recorded version of “Got to Give It Up” than to the deposited lead sheets alone. As such, the Gaye Parties claimed that the recorded version of “Got to Give It Up” was included within the scope of protected elements in the lead sheets because releasing the recorded version on phonograph constituted a publication. However, the court disagreed. The court interpreted the 1909 Act to mean that although the copyright was not limited to the lead sheets deposited with the Copyright Office, the Gaye Parties failed to publish or reduce the recorded version of “Got to Give It Up” to a more complete composition than the deposited lead sheets. In coming to this conclusion, the court noted that releasing a phonograph did not constitute publication because Congress amended the 1976 Act to say that “[t]he distribution before January 1, 1978, of a phonorecord shall not for any purpose constitute a publication of [the] musical work . . . embodied therein.” The amendment also worked retroactively because it “was a `statement of what [the 1909 Copyright Act] has meant all along.’” This meant that the amendment applied to both the 1976 Act and the 1909 Act. The Gaye Parties thus failed to provide evidence that their copyright in “Got to Give It Up” included extra material not included in the lead sheets. Had Gaye reduced “Got to Give It Up” to a set of written lead sheets and deposited them with the Copyright Office in 1976, the Gaye Parties could have used the compositions to expand the scope of protection. The court ultimately held that the lead sheets alone defined the scope of the copyright, and did not include the expanded “Got to Give It Up” recording which contained additional elements.

The “Blurred Lines” court engaged in problematic statutory interpretation when attempting to define publication for the purpose of defining the scope of protected elements. First, even though the
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“Blurred Lines” court acknowledged that the 1909 Act did not define publication, they continued on and adopted a different phrase’s definition containing the word “publication” from another part of the 1909 Act, Section 62, even though Congress had specifically left “publication” undefined on purpose. Second, using Section 62 of the 1909 Act to define publication means that an original work cannot be published, as Section 62 only refers to copies of works. While this seemingly trivial discrepancy may not have any serious effect in the music world, it could bring serious repercussions in visual art sales.

Not only was the court’s interpretation questionable, it was also unnecessary. Even if the “Blurred Lines” court avoided looking to Section 62 to define publication, the court still would have reached the same conclusion regarding the musical work’s protected elements. As a matter of law, the recording could not be a publication due to Congress’s retroactive amendment to the 1976 Act. Further, Gaye had deposited the original lead sheets with the Copyright Office satisfying one of the disjunctive requirements for copyright protection, thus forgoing the need for him to “publish” the lead sheets. Thus the court’s attempt to define publication in this case should simply be taken as dicta.

Nevertheless, because the court did attempt to define publication, it is important to understand how other jurisdictions define the term, as a different approach may offer future litigants extra tools during trial. The United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit found from surveying prior case law that publication occurs in two instances: (1) when “tangible copies of the work are distributed to the general public in such a manner as allows the public to exercise dominion and control over the work,” or (2) when “the work is exhibited or displayed in such a manner as to permit unrestricted copying by the general public.”

93. Id. at *9; see W. Russell Taber, Copyright Déjà Vu: A New Definition of “Publication” Under the Copyright Act of 1909, 58 VAND. L. REV. 857, 867 n.71 (2005) (explaining that “Congress intentionally omitted the definition of publication under the 1909 Act . . . Congress apparently omitted the definition due to ‘the difficulty of defining the term with respect to works of art where no copies are reproduced.’”) (quoting Melville B. Nimmer & David Nimmer, NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT §4.04 (2004)).
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disadvantage of the first approach is requiring that the copies be in “tangible” form. Broadcasting a song over the radio or streaming the song over the Internet would not constitute a publication, as the song is not being distributed via “tangible copies.” This result frustrates the 1909 Act’s underlying policy of providing creators with an economic incentive to create musical compositions. While the second approach does not expose itself to the first approach’s “tangible” issue, the second approach allows for unapproved publication of the work.

2. Defining the Scope of Protected Elements After the 1976 Act

For works copyrighted after Congress enacted the 1976 Act, “[c]opyright protection subsists . . . in original works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression . . . .” The differences between the 1909 Act and the 1976 Act are vast. The 1976 Act abrogated the 1909 Act’s requirement that artists physically deposit a paper musical composition with the Copyright Office, and the Act greatly expanded a musical work’s protected elements. Combined with the Sound Recording Act of 1971, “copyright protection automatically applies to original works of authorship when they are ‘fixed in any tangible medium of expression,’” such as a sound recording on a CD or phonograph, along with any other music the author has written down. Had Gaye copyrighted the “Got to Give It Up” sheet music after the enactment of 1976 Act, the “Blurred Lines” court would likely have admitted the recorded version into evidence.

Although the 1909 Act was rigid in defining the scope of protection, the 1976 Act has often made it harder for courts to discern what elements of a musical work federal law actually protects. This issue often comes up during infringement lawsuits in which a plaintiff’s musical work is not entirely his or her own
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work, such as when session musicians fill in, or when there are multiple musicians in the plaintiff’s band.  

3. Showing Defendant Copied Plaintiff’s Work

Once the court has ruled on which portions of the musical work are protected, the plaintiff must show the defendant actually copied the plaintiff’s protected work. When available, the plaintiff can use direct evidence that the defendant infringed the work to prove this element. However, if the plaintiff does not have direct evidence of copying (a more common scenario), he may prove infringement by showing (1) the defendant had access to the infringed song and (2) a “substantial similarity” exists between the plaintiff’s and the defendant’s song. Within the substantial similarity sub-element, the plaintiff must satisfy a dual extrinsic and intrinsic test.

i. Using Direct Evidence to Prove Defendant Copied Plaintiff’s Work

Proving that the defendant directly copied the plaintiff’s musical work is difficult, as plaintiffs seldom possess direct evidence of copying. When a plaintiff does provide direct evidence that the defendant copied his or her work, courts have noted that the evidence’s presence is “unusual” and “rare.” While plaintiffs have successfully offered direct evidence in a few infringement lawsuits involving copying data and photography, the same cannot be said for musical works.

In the “Blurred Lines” case, the Gaye Parties attempted to show they had direct evidence of copying. First, the Gaye Parties
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submitted evidence that shortly before composing “Blurred Lines,” Thicke told *GQ Magazine* that “‘Got to Give It Up’ was one of his ‘favorite songs of all time,’ and he wanted to ‘make something like that, something with that groove.’” He told this story not only to *GQ* but also to Billboard.com, *Twitter Take Over*, *VH1*, *Fuse TV*, and Oprah Winfrey. During his deposition, Thicke denied making such comments, and claimed that he was high and drunk during each interview. The court ultimately held that regardless of Thicke’s mental state, his statements did not constitute direct evidence of copying, as Thicke did not explicitly say that he intended to copy specific protected elements of “Got to Give It Up.” To establish direct copying, the Gaye Parties needed to show that the Thicke Parties “engaged in virtual duplication of a plaintiff’s entire work.”

The Gaye Parties also offered a Universal Music Enterprise (“Universal”) internal email as evidence. In the group email, a Universal executive discussed tying together “Got to Give It Up” and “Blurred Lines” for promotional purposes. When the Gaye Parties examined the executive at trial and asked about an email where he described “Blurred Lines” as “utterly based” on “Got to Give It Up,” the executive denied that these statements implied “Blurred Lines” was a copy. These emails were also held not to be direct evidence of copying.

It is therefore not enough for a plaintiff to offer evidence that the defendant told the media on several different occasions that he wanted to make a song just like the one he or she allegedly infringed. Likewise, internal emails similar to the executive’s email do not suffice. This is a high evidentiary bar, one that plaintiffs are unlikely to clear. Short of an admission akin to “I wanted to copy the hook and synthesizer melody in ‘Song xyz’ and that is exactly what I did,”
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a plaintiff will have a very difficult time proving that a defendant directly copied his or her musical work.

ii. Using Indirect Circumstantial Evidence to Prove Defendant Copied Plaintiff’s Work

In the likely event that a plaintiff cannot provide direct evidence that the defendant copied his musical work, the plaintiff will have to establish copying through circumstantial evidence.\textsuperscript{124} The plaintiff can do this by showing that (1) defendant had “access” to the protected work and that (2) a “substantial similarity” exists between the two works.\textsuperscript{125}

a. Proving Defendant’s “Access” to Plaintiff’s Work

Although the Thicke Parties conceded that Thicke’s admissions to the media fulfilled the access element, this element is worth exploring to benefit future litigants.\textsuperscript{126} One court defined access as “hearing or having a reasonable opportunity to hear the plaintiff’s work.”\textsuperscript{127} A plaintiff need not prove that the defendant actually heard the musical work, only that the defendant had a reasonable opportunity to hear the work.\textsuperscript{128} The plaintiff can use three theories to prove the defendant’s access to the musical work when the defendant has not conceded this element.

The first theory is the “chain of events theory.”\textsuperscript{129} Under this theory, the plaintiff would need to show that someone gave his protected musical work to another person, and then it passed through

\textsuperscript{124} See Baxter v. MCA, Inc., 812 F.2d 421, 423 (9th Cir. 1985) (noting a permissible inference of copying can be found if there is striking similarity); see also Kepner-Tregoe, Inc. v. Leadership Software, Inc., 12 F.3d 527, 532 (5th Cir. 1994) (“As direct evidence of copying is uncommon, plaintiffs generally demonstrate copyright infringement indirectly or inferentially . . . .”).

\textsuperscript{125} Arnstein v. Porter, 154 F.2d 464, 468 (2d Cir. 1946).


\textsuperscript{128} See Bouchat v. Balt. Ravens, Inc., 241 F.3d 350, 354 (4th Cir. 2001) (“Bouchat was not required to prove that Modell in fact saw the drawings and copied them. Rather, Bouchat was merely required to prove that Modell had access to the drawings by showing Modell had the opportunity to view them.”); see also Three Boys Music Corp. v. Bolton, 212 F.3d 477, 482 (9th Cir. 2000) (“We have defined reasonable access as ‘more than a ‘bare possibility.’”” (quoting Jason v. Fonda, 698 F.2d 966, 967 (9th Cir. 1982)).
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“Bare possibility” of access through “speculation or conjecture” will not satisfy the access element. In the music industry, the plaintiff can prove the chain of events theory most easily through the “corporate-receipt doctrine.” One version of this doctrine, the “bare corporate receipt doctrine,” says that the plaintiff can prove access by showing that the “company employing the alleged infringer received the work.” While bare corporate receipt may be enough in some cases for the plaintiff to demonstrate that defendant had reasonable access to the work, such reasonableness would depend on the facts of the case before the court. In most jurisdictions, courts hold that the “bare corporate receipt doctrine” is not enough on its own to establish access. In those jurisdictions, the plaintiff still must show that there is a nexus between the corporation and the alleged infringer.

130. See Gaste v. Kaiserman, 863 F.2d. 1061, 1067 (2d Cir. 1988) (explaining that “[a]ccess through third parties connected to both a plaintiff and a defendant may be sufficient to prove a defendant's access to a plaintiff's work” even though it is an “attenuated chain of events”).
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135. See id. (pointing out that courts discredit the doctrine as unreasonable considering the realities of modern business).

136. See Jorgensen v. Epic/Sony Records, 351 F.3d 46, 53 (2d Cir. 2003) (“Bare corporate receipt[,] . . . without any allegation of a nexus between the recipients and the alleged infringers, is insufficient to raise a triable issue of access.”); see also Meta-Film Assocs. v. MCA, Inc., 586 F. Supp. 1346, 1357 (C.D. Cal. 1984) (“[W]here . . . there is little, if any, nexus between the individual who possesses knowledge of a plaintiff’s work and the creator of the allegedly infringing work, and where the defendant presents uncontroverted evidence negating transmission of the plaintiff's work (any part of which, if true, would refute plaintiff’s case), the plaintiff must show something more than that he sent his work to a director who was under contract to the defendant and had an office on the defendant’s lot.”).
The second way a plaintiff can prove access is a combination of the “wide dissemination” and “subconscious copying” theories. The plaintiff can prove wide dissemination by demonstrating that his or her musical work was “widely distributed through extensive radio or television airplay . . . record sales . . . [or] via the Internet . . . making practically any piece of music available (legally or illegally) with a mouse click.” Even if during trial a defendant successfully shows he or she had no conscious intent to write a song similar to the plaintiff’s song, the wide dissemination and subconscious copying theories allow the plaintiff to argue that defendant’s infringement was subconscious. In one well-known case, Bright Tunes Music Corporation alleged that former Beatles member George Harrison’s song “My Sweet Lord” infringed on its song “He’s So Fine.” During cross-examination, Harrison admitted that he had heard “He’s So Fine” several years before writing “My Sweet Lord.” Despite going into detail about his self-directed creative process to lessen his admission’s incriminatory effect, the court held that Bright Tunes had established Harrison’s access to the work. Bright Tunes was also able to establish access by showing that in the same year Harrison heard “He’s So Fine,” its song was “Number One on the Billboard charts” in the United States for five weeks, and it was one of the “Top Thirty Hits” in the United Kingdom for seven weeks.

It should be noted that a plaintiff can show the defendant’s access on far less evidence than Bright Tunes used during their case. In a Ninth Circuit case, Three Boys Music Corporation alleged that Michael Bolton’s “Love Is a Wonderful Thing” infringed on their copyright on an Isley Brothers’ song of the same name. On

137. See Three Boys Music Corp. v. Bolton, 212 F.3d 477, 482 (9th Cir. 2000) (explaining that “in music cases the ‘typically more successful route to proving access requires the plaintiff to show that its work was widely disseminated through sales of sheet music, records, and radio performances.’” (citing 2 Paul Goldstein, Copyright: Principles, Law, and Practice § 8.3.1.1., at 91 (1989))).
139. See Fred Fisher, Inc. v. Dillingham, 298 F. 145, 147 (S.D.N.Y. 1924) (“[Defendant] must have followed, probably unconsciously, what he had certainly often heard only a short time before. I cannot really see how else to account for a similarity [between the musical works].”).
141. Id. at 998.
144. Three Boys Music Corp. v. Bolton, 212 F.3d 477, 481 (9th Cir. 2000).
appeal, the defendant parties contested the jury’s finding that Bolton had reasonable access to the Isley Brothers’ song. The defendants argued that “access amount[ed] to a twenty-five-years-after-the-fact-subconscious copying claim.” The court conceded that the Isley Brothers’ song never topped the Billboard charts, had not been released on CD until a year after Bolton released his song, that rhythm and blues experts testified that they never heard the Isley Brothers’ song, and that Bolton never admitted to hearing the Isley Brothers’ song. Nevertheless, the court upheld the jury’s verdict as supported by substantial evidence of access because it was “entirely plausible that two Connecticut teenagers obsessed with rhythm and blues music could remember an Isley Brothers’ song that was played on the radio and television for a few weeks, and subconsciously copy it twenty years later.” Under the low evidentiary bar that this Three Boys Music ruling set, plaintiffs will likely have the easiest time proving access under the combined wide dissemination and subconscious copying theories.

The third theory for proving access involves the plaintiff showing a “striking similarity” between the musical works. A plaintiff can use this theory when he is not able to establish access on a factual basis under the first two theories. To support this theory, the plaintiff must show that “the similarity is of a type which will preclude any explanation other than that of copying.” There is currently a circuit split over whether a striking similarity obviates any need to show access (the majority approach), or whether its existence is merely evidence of access requiring supplemental evidence (the minority approach). The distinction between the majority and minority approaches may be trivial, as there are internal inconsistencies within both types of jurisdictions’ case law.

145. Id. at 484.
146. Id. (internal quotation omitted).
147. Id.
148. Id.
149. See id. at 485 (“[I]n the absence of any proof of access, a copyright plaintiff can still make out a case of infringement by showing that the songs were ‘strikingly similar.’”).
150. Selle v. Gibb, 741 F.2d 896, 905 (7th Cir. 1984).
151. See Stewart v. Wachowski, 574 F. Supp. 2d 1074, 1098-99 (C.D. Cal. 2001) (in which the court gave an exhaustive overview of how several circuit courts view the “striking similarity” theory, and how even within the Ninth Circuit there is no clear answer as to whether such evidence obviates or can be evidence of “access”).
152. See Livingston, supra note 131, at 267 (citing Bouchat v. Balt. Ravens, Inc., 228 F.3d 489, 494 (4th Cir. 2000) and Ty, Inc. v. GMA Accessories, Inc., 132 F.3d 1167, 1170 (7th Cir. 1997) (“A closer comparison of the majority and
Regardless of which type of jurisdiction the court is in, a plaintiff would be wise to argue that any evidence of a striking similarity between his work and defendant’s work fulfills the access prong.

Once the plaintiff provides evidence that the defendant had access to his musical work, some courts will apply an “inverse ratio” rule. This rule says that the more evidence the plaintiff has showing the defendant’s access to the work, the less evidence of substantial similarity is needed, and vice versa. In the “Blurred Lines” case, the Gaye Parties argued that because Thicke’s statements to the media constituted such strong evidence of access, they were required to prove a lesser degree of substantial similarity between “Blurred Lines” and “Got to Give It Up.” The court disagreed and held that because the defendants conceded access, the inverse ratio rule did not apply. While the Ninth Circuit has stood by the inverse ratio rule in the past, the rule has come into question recently, so it would be wise for the defendant to challenge the plaintiff if he or she uses the inverse ratio argument.

b. Proving Substantial Similarity

Once the plaintiff has shown that the defendant had access to the allegedly infringed musical work, the plaintiff must prove that his work and defendant’s work are substantially similar. The Ninth Circuit applies a two-part test to analyze this element: “an objective extrinsic test and a subjective intrinsic test.” In the “Blurred Lines” case, the court first applied the objective extrinsic
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157. See David Aronoff, Exploding the “Inverse Ratio Rule,” 55 J. COPYRIGHT Soc’Y U.S.A. 125, 140 (“[T]here exists no means of measuring either access or similarity, so the term ‘ratio’ is at best a misnomer that conveys an air of undeserved legitimacy to the [Inverse Ratio Rule].”).
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test, then directed the jury to implement the subjective intrinsic test.\footnote{Id.}

A court must grant summary judgment for the defendant if the plaintiff is not able to provide sufficient evidence such that a jury could reasonably find extrinsic similarity.\footnote{Id.} The rationale is that without satisfying the extrinsic test, the plaintiff cannot satisfy the subjective intrinsic test. To carry out the extrinsic test, the court will perform an “analytical dissection” of the musical work by considering expert testimony.\footnote{Id.} “Analytical dissection” requires “breaking the works ‘down into their constituent elements, and comparing those elements for proof of copying as measured by substantial similarity.”\footnote{Id.} The Ninth Circuit inspects a diverse array of musical elements when deciding the extrinsic similarity issue. In the “Blurred Lines” case, the court inspected several of the musical work’s elements using expert testimony.\footnote{Id. at *12-18.} These elements included: the “signature phrase” (“a primary identifying feature of a song and one of its most memorable elements”); “hooks” (“the most important melodic material of the work, that which becomes the memorable melody by which the song is recognized”); “hooks with backup vocals”; “Theme X” (the “core theme”); “backup hooks”; “bass melodies” (including opening bass lines and descending bass lines); “keyboard parts”; “percussion choices”; “[h]armonic similarity”; and “[m]elodic similarity.”\footnote{Id.} These compose most of the elements the Ninth Circuit has considered in similar past cases.\footnote{Id. at *20.}

The conflicts between the expert testimony from the Thicke and Gaye Parties concerning substantial similarity between “Blurred Lines” and “Got to Give It Up” were sufficient to raise a genuine issue of material fact, and thus preclude summary judgment.\footnote{Williams, 2014 WL 7877773, at *19.} The court concluded that the Gaye Parties had sufficiently proven that elements of “Blurred Lines” might be substantially similar to protected elements of “Got to Give It Up.”\footnote{Id. at *20.}
genuine issue of material fact was present, the Gaye Parties satisfied the extrinsic test, and the substantial similarity issue went to the jury.\footnote{169}{Id. at *19.}

Once the plaintiff has satisfied the extrinsic test, the court employs the intrinsic test.\footnote{170}{Williams v. Bridgeport Music Inc., No. LA CV13–06004 JAK (AGRx), 2015 WL 4479500, at *21 (C.D. Cal. July 14, 2015).} The intrinsic test is the substantial similarity element’s subjective prong.\footnote{171}{Id. (internal quotations omitted).} It asks whether an “ordinary, reasonable person would find the total concept and feel of the works to be substantially similar.”\footnote{172}{Id.} This means that the jury, acting as “ordinary, reasonable” people, must apply the intrinsic test and decide, based on the evidence and testimony before them, whether there is a substantial similarity between the songs in question.\footnote{173}{Id.} During the “Blurred Lines” trial, the Gaye Parties’ musicologists testified that multiple parts of “Blurred Lines” sounded substantially similar to protected elements in “Got to Give It Up.”\footnote{174}{Williams, 2014 WL 7877773, at *3 (One of the Gaye Parties’ musicologists, Judith Finell, testified that a “preliminary review comparing ‘Give It Up’ and ‘Blurred’ has revealed a constellation of eight substantially similar features thus far”).} Conversely, the musicologist the Thicke Parties hired testified that “Blurred Lines” was not substantially similar.\footnote{175}{See id. at *3 (The Thicke Parties’ musicologist, Sandy Wilbur, testified that “‘[t]here are no two consecutive notes in any of the melodic examples in the Finell Report that have the same pitch, the same duration, and the same placement in the measure.’”) (emphasis omitted).} Ultimately, the jury found in favor of the Gaye Parties after applying the intrinsic test.\footnote{176}{Williams, 2015 WL 4479500, at *1.}

On appeal, the Thicke Parties argued that the evidence and testimony presented during the trial did not sufficiently support the jury’s finding that there was substantial similarity between the songs.\footnote{177}{Id. at *22.} Since the jury is uniquely tasked with applying the intrinsic test, courts typically should not and do not reverse the jury’s decision unless defendant can show the jury’s determination is against the great weight of the evidence or is “otherwise improper.”\footnote{178}{Id. (citing Sid & Marty Krofft Television Prods., Inc. v. McDonald’s Corp., 562 F.2d 1157, 1164 (9th Cir. 1977)).} The “Blurred Lines” court determined that the jury’s
conclusion did not fall into either of these exceptions, and upheld their finding.179

The Thicke Parties’ greatest mistake was letting the substantial similarity issue reach the jury and not finding some way to settle with the Gaye Parties. It was far too risky for the Thicke Parties to believe that the jury would limit themselves to considering only protected elements of a song (namely the lead sheets) and not the recorded version of “Got to Give It Up.” Due to the 1909 Act controlling the scope of protection in “Got to Give It Up,” the judge allowed the Gaye Parties to reconstruct the song using only those elements in the deposited compositions, and not those elements in the recorded version of the song.180 The judge permitted this to counter any prejudicial effect stemming from disallowing all recorded materials at trial for the Gaye Parties, as jurors are not often expert sheet music readers.181 The Gaye Parties then compared the new restricted recording, as well as the sheet music, with “Blurred Lines” at trial.182

Given how prevalent the wide dissemination theory is in proving access, it seems odd that the court would not consider this theory at the intrinsic test stage of the case. “Got to Give It Up” is a well-known song, entering the Billboard 100 immediately when Gaye released it in 1977.183 Similarly, the album “The Very Best of Marvin Gaye,” which contained “Got to Give It Up,” made the Billboard 100 in 2001.184 “Blurred Lines” has been purchased over six million times, and the music video for the song had been watched over 250 million times online.185 It would not be an unrealistic inferential leap to suggest that, given how widely disseminated both songs are, one or more jury members had heard both songs, and these jury members considered Gaye’s recorded song even though they were instructed by the court not to do so. Hence, non-protected
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elements of “Got to Give It Up” might have influenced the jury’s
decision. This is an issue that future defendants should recognize
and account for if the 1909 Act is controlling in their case. Given
that the “Blurred Lines” court declined to overturn the jury’s verdict
when the Thicke Parties made a similar argument, it may be
impossible to restrict the jury’s consideration strictly to the musical
work’s protected elements, even with crystal clear jury instructions.

III. ADVICE FOR AVOIDING LITIGATION

With this framework, litigants can successfully navigate an
infringement lawsuit by anticipating and preparing for issues that
may arise during trial. In the wake of the “Blurred Lines” case,
defendants would be wise to avoid going to trial altogether, as the
outcome can be unpredictable. The Thicke Parties’ limitation of the
jury’s consideration to the lead sheets benefitted them greatly, yet
even with this constraint, the Gaye Parties prevailed. If a party is
able to win with such a hindrance, future litigants should be wary of
trial. To avoid trial, future defendants can avoid several mistakes the
Thicke Parties made before stepping foot into the courthouse, which
likely affected the trial’s outcome. If future defendants can learn
from the Thicke Parties’ pre-trial errors, they can avoid going to trial
altogether and forgo catastrophic economic losses.

The first error the Thicke Parties made was not crediting their
influences before releasing “Blurred Lines.” Both Williams and
Thicke are talented recording artists. Williams has worked as a
recording artist and producer since 1992. 185 His résumé boasts
collaborations with some of the most highly respected and well-
known recording artists in the industry, including Daft Punk, Jay-Z,
Britney Spears, and Snoop Dogg. 186 Similarly, Thicke has worked in
the music industry for over fifteen years and possesses a prolific pop
discography. 187 In an interview after the “Blurred Lines” trial,
Williams opined that the jury’s verdict would hinder “any creator out
there who is making something that might be inspired by something
else” and that “[e]verything that's around you in a room was inspired
by something or someone. . . . If you kill that, there's no
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Reading between the lines, Williams seems to suggest that “Got to Give It Up” inspired “Blurred Lines,” but that the law does not punish a musical work for being inspired by another work. While he is technically correct, this is a weak argument for an artist like Williams. Given the Thicke Parties’ long history in the music industry, they should have known to credit Gaye, especially after Thicke expressly stated that Gaye influenced him. While recording artists do not need to be omniscient beings, it is clear that “Blurred Lines” and “Got to Give It Up” sound similar enough that the Thicke Parties should have feared putting the substantial similarity question to a jury. Experienced recording artists like the Thicke Parties should be cognizant of their musical work’s influences. One defense might be, “I listen to thousands of songs a week; I cannot possibly keep track of everything that makes its way into my music.” Nevertheless, when a song like “Blurred Lines” treads the fine line between replicating the feel of a song versus sounding substantially similar to a song, it is not enough to rely on this excuse. An artist need only be vigilant of the law, not fearful. If an artist believes in good conscience that his work does not sound substantially similar to another, this would come to light in either a settlement discussion or during litigation via one of the many elements discussed.

A second error by the Thicke Parties was preemptively suing the Gaye Parties for declaratory relief. The Thicke Parties offered the Gaye Parties a six-figure settlement to avoid litigation, which the Gaye Parties declined. As a result, the Thicke Parties likely felt that their only options were to continue increasing the settlement amount or litigate. A settlement rejection does not necessarily warrant a preemptive suit, even under the guise of insuring that Los Angeles was the venue for the eventual trial. Preemptively suing another party under similar facts to those in the “Blurred Lines” case instantly makes the moving party look like the bad guys. A better route would have been for the Thicke Parties to publicize that the Gaye Parties had turned down multiple settlement offers and sincere
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apologies from two of Gaye’s biggest fans. The Gaye Parties then might have filed suit. Once they filed suit, the Gaye Parties’ public image might have changed from that of a family concerned over Gaye’s rights to the image of a family who were predominantly interested in seeing how much money they could get out of two famous pop artists. As such, the second piece of advice for potential defendants is to avoid underestimating how trial maneuvers may affect their image to the jury and public.

Looking forward to the future, it is unlikely the frequency of infringement suits will increase. A potential plaintiff should recognize the uniqueness of the facts of the “Blurred Lines” case and realize that, unless his situation matches the “Blurred Lines” facts, he will not be successful. First, “Got to Give It Up” and “Blurred Lines” sound incredibly similar, even to a layperson. Although the court disallowed the jury from considering the “Got to Give It Up” recording, the jury’s verdict is likely a reflection of the similarity between the “Got to Give It Up” recording and “Blurred Lines.” Second, a court will likely throw out a plaintiff’s claim for not overcoming any one of the multiple elements or sub-elements that the plaintiff must satisfy to survive a motion for summary judgment. Third, the potential plaintiff would need his or her adversaries to act like the Thicke Party did before trial and during depositions in order for the odds to be stacked in his or her favor.193

IV. CONCLUSION

When an interviewer asked Williams how he thought the “Blurred Lines” verdict would affect recording artists, he said that the jury’s decision would chill recording artists’ creative process.194

It is important to note that this statement’s source is from one of the parties who recently lost a sizeable infringement lawsuit. While his reaction is understandable, his prediction may not reflect the verdict’s true effects on the music industry. The more likely result is that recording artists will become more mindful of giving credit where credit is due. If being a more conscientious artist is a bad trait that causes a “creative chill,” perhaps recording artists need to
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reevaluate their principles rather than the judiciary needing to reevaluate a jury’s verdict.